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I dedicate Siha Tooskin Knows the Offering of Tobacco to my 
daughter Dakota. May you never stop giving and never stop 
receiving the gifts of knowledge. Embrace the gifts of life and 
live it to the fullest.
—Charlene Bearhead

We dedicate the Siha Tooskin Knows series to the storytellers 
who taught us. To those who guided us and shared their 
knowledge so that we might pass along what we have learned 
from them to teach children. Their stories are a gentle way of 
guiding us all along the journey of life.

In that way we tell these stories for our children and 
grandchildren, and for all children. May they guide you in the 
way that we have been guided as these stories become part of 
your story.
—Charlene Bearhead and Wilson Bearhead



Watch for this little plant!  
It will grow as you read, and if you need a break,  

it marks a good spot for a rest.



Paul Wahasaypa was a bit nervous as 
he walked towards Ms. Baxter’s class 
at the end of the school day. He really 

liked his teacher and he couldn’t imagine 
what she might want to see him about. 
She was very nice to him and was always 
interested in his ideas in class. 

Paul was actually surprised by how much he 
liked his new school. He had been nervous about 
changing schools when his family moved here 
but it had turned out really well so far. The kids 
were very interested in learning about Paul and his 
people. He thought maybe they would be unkind 
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to him because there were not many Indigenous 
kids in this school, but so far so good. Today was 
unexpected though. This was the first time Paul 
had been asked to come back to Ms. Baxter’s class 
after gym at the end of the day. He was racking 
his brain trying to think of what he might have 
done wrong. Well, he would soon find out as he 
had now arrived at the classroom door. 

“Come in Paul,” Ms. Baxter called out when 
Paul stepped into the doorway. She motioned 
towards a chair at the table where she was sitting. 
A big stack of papers was clearly keeping her busy. 

“Wow,” thought Paul. “Maybe Ms. Baxter 
did something wrong. It sure looks like she is 
being punished. That’s more homework than I’ve 
ever had.” Ms. Baxter could almost read Paul’s 
thoughts as she looked at his wide eyes staring 
at the big stack of papers waiting to be marked. 

“I know, right?” she laughed. “Good thing I like 
you guys so much or I’d really have to rethink this 
teaching thing. So much marking!”
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The fact that Ms. Baxter was joking helped 
to ease Paul’s mind a bit, but he still had to know 
what was going on. “Am I in trouble?” asked Paul 
as he walked towards the chair. 

“Not at all,” said his teacher with a reassuring 
smile. “I’m just hoping you can help me out a bit. I’m 
getting ready to teach the new science curriculum 
and I wanted to ask you about some things.”
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“Okay,” Paul answered, a little confused. He 
was pretty good at science but he had never been 
asked to help with the curriculum before. 

“Many times when we are learning things in 
class you have such interesting information to 
share. I often hear you talk about how you’ve 
learned these things from people in your family. 
I was thinking it would be awesome to have all 
of our students learn from some of your teachers, 
but I wanted to ask you first.” Paul listened with 
interest. He still wasn’t sure what Ms. Baxter 
wanted his help with, but it sounded intriguing. 
“Do you think it would be okay to ask your 
grandparents to come in to teach us some things 
that we should all know?”

Paul was surprised but really excited. He was very 
aware that Mitoshin and Mugoshin knew many 
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things, but he was surprised that his teacher had 
figured that out.

His grandparents had taught Paul so many 
things, but he had never really thought of them 
as teachers. He just knew that they were amazing.

“That would be great,” Paul replied. “I think it 
would be so cool to have Mitoshin and Mugoshin 
come in to teach our class. Uhm…but you’d have 
to ask them.”



Glossary

Ade  Dad or father

Ena Mom or mother

Ena Makoochay Mother earth

Mitoshin My grandfather

Mugoshin My grandmother

Nigoshin Your grandmother

Nitoshin Your grandfather

Wahasaypa  Bear head

A note on use of the Nakota language in this book series from 
Wilson Bearhead:

The Nakota dialect used in this series is the Nakota language as 
taught to Wilson by his grandmother Annie Bearhead and used 
in Wabamun Lake First Nation. Wilson and Charlene have 
chosen to spell the Nakota words in this series phonetically 
as Nakota was never a written language. Any form of written 
Nakota language that currently exists has been developed in 
conjunction with linguists who use a Eurocentric construct.
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The Siha Tooskin Knows series uses vivid narratives and 
dazzling illustrations in contemporary settings to share 
stories about an 11-year-old Nakota boy.

Siha Tooskin Knows the Gifts of His People
Siha Tooskin Knows the Sacred Eagle Feather
Siha Tooskin Knows the Strength of His Hair
Siha Tooskin Knows the Catcher of Dreams
Siha Tooskin Knows the Nature of Life
Siha Tooskin Knows the Best Medicine
Siha Tooskin Knows the Offering of Tobacco
Siha Tooskin Knows the Love of the Dance

SIHA TOOSKIN KNOWS

We can learn many things from the 
stars, the plants, the animals, and  
Ena Makoochay (Mother Earth) 
herself. But how do we show gratitude 
for the gifts we receive?
Paul Wahasaypa—Siha Tooskin—knows that whether we  
are taking berries or plants from the earth or knowledge  
from a learned person it is so important to offer a gift back  
to show honour and appreciation. Join Paul and his teacher  
Ms. Baxter to find out what they discover about the protocol  
of offering the tobacco plant.
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